
Our company is looking for a vulnerability analyst. Thank you in advance for taking
a look at the list of responsibilities and qualifications. We look forward to
reviewing your resume.

Responsibilities for vulnerability analyst

Analyze or produce current state documentation and deliver regular reports
to management regarding projects affecting vulnerability and threat
management capability
Forecast updates on the threat landscape or other critical issues with the
development of a security intelligence capability
Perform relevant industry research and shares finding with the security team
and other parties via regular verbal and written communication
Provide influence over the overall information security program via attack
surface reduction efforts
Determine security requirements by evaluating business strategies and
requirements, researching information security standards, conducting system
security and vulnerability analyses, threat modeling and risk assessments,
studying architecture/platform, identifying integration issues, preparing cost
estimates
Drive the architecture for key security aspects of the core framework
throughout the stack (infrastructure, platform and application) and develop
designs geared towards massive scalability and availability
Design security systems by evaluating network and security technologies,
developing requirements for Application offerings, DDoS protections, and
related security and network devices
Drive developers and engineering managers to adopt architectural changes in
security and adapt to the emerging security requirements and technologies,
coach engineers to overturn assumptions and think big
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technological disagreement with informed, rational debate
Lead security projects from inception to creation of guidelines used to
deployed security components into production

Qualifications for vulnerability analyst

Involvement with the enterprise project management office in testing new
systems and software for vulnerabilities prior to go-live
Provides guidance to ITS and hospital staff on security policy and standards
Bachelor's degree in computer science, MIS, or related field or equivalent
experience
2-5 years of Information Security in various disciplines
Demonstrated leadership in the realm of information security to internal and
external customers
Proven experience with Vulnerability testing


